
T H E  E X C E M  S O C I M I  S I R  N E S W L E T T E R

We are an example of growth, resilience and adaptation.
COVID-19 has shone the spotlight on the strengths of our business story, our vision that
Coliving was something students and young professionals needed. We sought to make that
vision a reality, creating an investment vehicle listed on BME Growth, Excem Socimi Sir,
to inject transparency and professional management into the rental market in Spain, while
creating value added services and care for our Homiiies.
Along the way, we were forced to tackle a challenge bigger than we ever could have
imagined: we managed to keep occupancy at around 60% throughout, returning to 100%
occupancy levels in September, where they have remained ever since. All Homiii
Community activities and events - which is what really set us apart - have been reactivated.
In parallel, we remained as committed as ever to our philanthropic initiative “1€ de futuro
(1€ for the Future)” in collaboration with the Balia Foundation, doing what we could, a drop
in the ocean, to help those most affected by the situation. All of which thanks to the constant
support and backing of our 52 investors.
I believe that our management philosophy of “Actions speak louder than words” distils who
we are, how we work, and all that we are able to do to make our Homiiies’ living experience
unforgettable and unbeatable, commitments which trickle through to our shareholder returns.
Against that backdrop I would like to highlight the fact that we have been able to hold onto
the team that since 2016 – with some new additions in 2020 – has given their everything to
Homiii and our Community, turning our endeavour in the best and most sought-after Coliving
business model in Spain.

Antonio Mochón Ronda
Founder & CEO of Homiii

CEO Excem Socimi Sir
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Madrid Future Awards
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THE BEST COLIVING BUSINESS
MODEL

EXCEM SOCIMI SIR

Excem Socimi Sir has managed to remain a
vibrant business endeavour throughout the
pandemic. At the end of FY 2021, with an
occupancy level of close to 60%, we proudly
joined the ranks of business activities
described as Resilient.

At full throttle

The recovery in our business since September 2021 has driven our RICS valuation to €35,8
million, growth of 7% from 2020, and up 3% from our pre-pandemic 2019 valuation. In 2022,
we aim to consolidate the annual occupancy to 90% and manage to maintain a solid average
price of 600 euros per room per month. Stronger business volumes should drive our gross
income margin to 7.3%, having dipped to just 3% during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Moreover, the exits we have made have achieved an average IRR of 14% in three years,
evidencing the value of Homiii’s model of buying assets for residential usage with
revaluation potential in mind.
Having stayed true to our vision from the outset, in 2022 the challenge is to continue to grow
by tapping into prevailing strong demand and other key fundamentals in the Coliving sector.

On March 2nd 2022, Homiii received the prize
for Best Coliving Business Model as part of
the first edition of the Madrid Future Awards
organised by the daily newspaper LA RAZÓN
and the regional government of Madrid to
single out business initiatives that add value
to Spain’s business fabric in the areas of
innovation, digitalisation and enterprise.
Homiii pioneered the segment. It was the first
company to perceive, in 2016, the need to
professionalise the business in order to offer
h something different in terms of services and quality by creating an entire Community. Today

we’d like to thank the more than 3,000 Homiiies that have been part of our successful
journey and placed their trust in us. They are what drives us to continually improve our
service standards and remain steadfastly focused on progress and improvement.



Life experience

HOMII I  COMMUNITY

We encourage you to subscribe to our YouTube channel, Homiii, to see
some of those events for yourselves.

QUALITY AND SERVICE
What they say about us

“Homiii handles everything”. Being the first to professionalise the Coliving space in Spain
meant that customer service had to be a strategic target.

72% Accommodation quality and décor. 
79%  Cleaning and maintenance services.
83%  Speed handling incidents.
76% Quality, sales service and operations.

In a recent survey, sent out in January 2022, our Homiiies surveyed gave us the following
marks: 

“Homiii

handles

everything”

We are coming back stronger than ever in
2022, because our Homiiies need us more
than ever. We want to be part of their
experience in Madrid, of their student years
or the first years of their careers. We know
that nearly 80% of our Homiiies are not from
Spain and are living far from home.
Aware of that fact, we are responsible for their integration and for making things easy for
them, therefore our goal continues to be to build their trust and loyalty, which will translate
directly into Community growth in the future. We base everything we do on our leitmotiv,
which is “I study, I live, I work”, organising leisure events and providing our Homiiies with
access to complementary learning experiences and job opportunities.
In fact, more than 200 people came to our more recent event -Welcome Day February 2022-,
30% of whom were brought by our Community members as guests. The fact that non-Homiiies
are coming to our events is giving us the opportunity to raise our profile and, all importantly
for us, market our brand.

A L  L   T  H  E   L  A  T  E  S  T   N  E  W  S   U  P   C  L  O  S  E

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVs2xuTn5cLGPP2lbXt1RGQ


SOLIDARITY PROJECT: 1€ DE FUTURO (1€ FOR THE FUTURE)
Young people helping other less fortunate young people to learn

Since 2016 we have been collaborating with different charitable initiatives as part of our "€1
of Future” project.
With ProFuturo we helped train youths in Angola and with the Balia Foundation we
participated in the Juan XXIII Classroom in Tetuán, Madrid, helping kids aged between 10
and 15 to round out their education, therefore reducing the risk of social exclusion and
opening the door to a brighter future through education.During the pandemic we were
determined to stay close to those kids because it is during tough times that people and
business’ values become apparent.

Testimonies that reflect our Homiiies satisfaction:


